
ROBIOTIC.RICO® is the heart of our services and ac-
tual intelligence within the IoT process chain. This 
is what our core competence is all about: the intel-
ligent, holistic, fast and safe processing and analysis 
of the previously collected data.
For this ROBIOTIC relies on the most modern data 
storage in the cloud and reliable cloud hosting in ac-
cordance with valid DSGVO standards: our solution 
approach is not proprietary, but based on proven 
standard web applications of our established part-
ner Salesforce, SAP, Siemens and Microsoft and is 
therefore compatible with all future developments. 
The ROBIOTIC cloud solution guarantees a rapid in-
tegration into your existing system landscape.

Data Preparation
Import, filter and clean data
ROBIOTIC.RICO® is the intelligent software archi-
tecture, containing all sensor and machine data in a 
secure and centralized way within the cloud (Ama-
zon Web Services & Google), followed by storing, 
preparing, filtering and evaluating – our data pipe-

line for the adjustment of the data! Only in this way 
do the collected data represent an added value and 
form the basis for new, disruptive business models 
– this is how „Big Data” becomes “Smart Data”.

Scalable performance
It doesn‘t matter whether it‘s about the evalua-
tion of the data from a single sensor/device or a 
million sensors/devices: There are no limitation of 
the number of data streams. The service provided 
adapts itself individually and flexibly scalable to 
your current needs.

Central data storage in the cloud
The data are stored in German Data centers. This 
is how we guarantee security, a high-performance 
and fail-safe transmission, high availability, suita-
ble memory sizes, backups, export interfaces and 
latency periods. Depending on requirements, ad-
ditional sales, marketing and service capacities via 
the cloud systems of the ROBIOTICpartners to the 
order. You can obtain this cloud power via internet 
browser directly through ROBIOTIC, without the 
need for additional license agreements.
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Data Analysis
Analyze data intelligently, apply rules and draw 
conclusions
ROBIOTIC.RICO® stands for speed, scalability, secu-
rity and easy data management.

Rules Engine
We use an individual Rules Engine to set up pro-
cesses, make rules and draw conclusions, how the 
data can be summarized meaningfully. ROBIOTIC.
RICO® uses for this purpose, for example, time-ba-
sed summaries, averages or incremental changes. 
Depending on the project we also extract additio-
nal external data such as weather data. The core 
of our Rules Engine is the automated execution of 
the defined rules. For the automation and adminis-
tration of business rules ROBIOTIC.RICO® provides 
centrally controlled, compiled notification functi-
ons at your disposal.

Processes
Trigger data and initiate processes
On the basis of the analyzed and prepared data 
ROBIOTIC.RICO® draws the right consequences and 
implications.

Process optimization
We take care of software-based process optimiza-
tion and task-related processing of all relevant data 
in the cloud. For this we define different scenarios 
(What happens when...?) and the resulting process 
steps. Why? Because it takes much more than just 
collecting data in order to really increase the effi-
ciency, to save costs or business processes to depict 

a completely new business model.  
Right from the start, we define possible disrupti-
ve approaches, that completely change a business 
process that is still established today and thereby 
give you decisive competitive advantages. Together 
with you, we want to generate tangible economic 
success: financially measurable changes, increased 
turnover through more service and sales perfor-
mance or faster sales processes. Therefore ROBIO-
TIC.RICO® integrates existing and new sales, service 
and analysis processes from the outset within the 
overall concept. That’s how IoT becomes a „Game 
Changer“ for your company!

Configurable cockpit
Our Dashboard Frontend provides you with opti-
mized visualized information: command buttons, 
action builder and tickets, channel editor and live 
dashboard. ROBIOTIC.RICO® provides drill-down-
enabled, detailed and dynamic reports made avai-
lable via a clear, responsive designed cockpit. In 
this way, we provide you with optimally visualized 
information. You access it directly from your ope-
rational software on all data 24/7, see evaluations 
and administer access rights - all very simply via 
your mobile devices.

Predictive Maintenance & Artificial Intelligence
ROBIOTIC.RICO® provides valuable information for 
cost-saving predictive maintenance processes by 
identifying data patterns and analyzing risks and 
probabilities. AI draws on additional data sources 
and learns to interpret relationships between data 
series independently. ROBIOTIC sees a high poten-
tial for different applications at this point. 

Contact us for a free, no-obligation consultation 
and proof of concept.
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